Let 9J£ be a C°° manifold with a countable basis. For convenience, it is assumed that 2JÎ is Riemannian. Let $ be the set of "reduced" piecewise C l paths having a common initial point p in 5DÎ such that each ceG'ip is parameterized by arc length. By a reduced path a: [0, /]-»2)î, we mean one such that there exists no /£(0, /) with a(t -s) =a(t+s) for \s\ sufficiently small.
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Let 12 be the vector space (over the real number field R) of C The purpose of this note is to give some indication of the structure of F. In particular, Theorem 2 implies that, if 9W = i? n , then F contains a dense subalgebra which is algebraically isomorphic with a polynomial algebra of, at most, countably many indeterminates.
We shall also introduce the notion of a generalized path in 9K which is obtained through a process of dualization in a manner somewhat more complicated than that of a 1-dimensional current. (See [4] .) The multiplication of generalized paths is nonabelian.
A detailed account will be given in a forthcoming paper. 
J a
It can be shown that e a j: Sh(S)->R is continuous. Then ker e a j is a closed ideal of Sh(£2). Therefore ker j = n«e$ ker e«j is a closed ideal of Sh(Q). We topologize the i?-algebra F through the isomorphism Sh (ft)/ker j£*F. The generalized path e such that e(T r (ti)) = 0 for all rè 1 is called the constant generalized path. Every generalized path a^e has a unique initial point p and a unique terminal point q such that, for any C 00 function ƒ on 2», a(df) =jf(j) -ƒ(£). If a and j8 are generalized paths in 2JÎ, we define a/3: Sh (Q)->2? such that THEOREM 3. If a and j8 are generalized paths from p toq and from q to q' respectively, then ce/3 w a generalized path from p to q'. Moreover, there exists a generalized path or 1 from qtop such that or l a = aor l = e.
Obviously ae = ea = a.
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